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Introduction
Current techniques for DNA profiling used by forensic labs are very useful at identifying individuals but are relatively slow and expensive. Under certain ‘closed-set’ circumstances (particular mass
disasters where there is a need to gather and match many samples from many individuals) rapidity, low cost and the capability for field deployment are important factors in human identification.
The need for DNA profiles as discriminating as those used in criminal investigation may initially not be of the highest priority. The initial stages of this project developed a DNA analysis process
(‘Closed-Set Human Identification System’) that is rapid, less costly than conventional profiling and is capable of field deployment.
The process developed is not a means of identification but an initial screening tool to group fragmented human remains together at the scene of a mass disaster.

Aims
The aim of this study was to determine, by performing proof-of concept studies, if the ‘Closed Set Human Identification System’ was suitable for forensic application.

Materials and Methods
The design and optimisation of this procedure was undertaken by the School of Biological Sciences at Flinders
University, South Australia (FUSA). The methodology consists of:
1. Sampling using ‘hot wire’ from blood or tissue samples
2. PCR using a quintuplex or quadruplex reaction mix on the Piko™Thermal Cycler (Finnzymes Instruments)
3. Electrophoresis using Agilent DNA 1000 chips, 2100 Bioanalyser and Expert Software
4. Matching samples using the Closed Set database.

Sensitivity: The Applied Biosystems Quantifiler Standard was used to perform a 1 in 2 serial dilution (50 ng –
0.025ng). Each concentration was amplified in triplicate using both multiplexes and analysed.
Repeatability: The Applied Biosystems Quantifiler Standard was amplified using both multiplexes and the same
sample run twelve times on the Agilent Bioanalyser using a DNA 1000 chip.

The loci being tested in this methodology have known 2bp variants whereas the instrument has a resolution of
+/-5bp. It needs to be determined to what extent samples are distinguishable from each other. To what extent
is the Profiler Plus profile of 15,16 versus 16,17 distinguishable from each other at VWA on the Bioanalyser (see
Table 4). Both allele pairs produce one peak. With the known variation that can occur it is quite possible that the
closed set database will determine that they have the same pattern (or similar) at VWA.

Specificity

All non-human samples tested produced detectable peaks when run on the Bioanalyser, however, not all peaks
were in the expected base pair region of the locus being tested. When analysed in the Closed Set database
program a peak was detected for at least one locus for all samples except for rabbit, rat and E.Coli (quintuplex
reaction) and possum, E.coli and lactobacillus (quadruplex reaction).
It is not possible to confirm if samples that obtained results for at least one locus are of non-human origin or if
these samples are degraded, contaminated or too low template. There were four samples that produced a full
profile using the quintuplex PCR reaction (Figure 1). No other samples apart from human produced a full profile
from the quadruplex PCR reaction.
Figure 1. The methodology
is not human specific. Full
profiles were obtained for
orangutan, sheep, cow and
cat DNA samples using the
Quintuplex PCR reaction and
Closed Set DNA database
program.

Reproducibilty: A known blood sample was used. The variation introduced was sampling variation, different
PCR mixes, between chips and between different instruments.
Specificity: Various gDNA extracts and blood samples from primate and non-primate species were tested.
Degradation: Human muscle tissue was subjected to various environmental conditions (4°C, RT, 37°C, 56°C
and Salt water (RT)) (Figure 2) and sampled over several days (0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 11, and 16 days).
Contamination: Human muscle tissue was either soaked (1% solutions) or rolled in chemical contaminants
(activated charcoal, diesel, ammonium nitrate, potassium nitrate, sodium nitrate, sodium perchlorate, potassium
chlorate, sulphur and aluminium). Four samples were taken from each – two samples from the outer surface of
the tissue and two samples after cutting to the centre of the tissue. Blood samples were also contaminated with
these chemicals and sampled in duplicate (100µL 1% solution:100µl blood/0.05g:500µl of blood).
Discrimination: Assessing the ‘matching’, ‘partial match’ and ‘non match’ results of known samples as generated
from the Closed Set DNA database program.

Samples tested: low-land gorilla, orang-utan, chimpanzee, macaque, horse, cow, pig, sheep, goat, dog, cat, red
kangaroo, koala, possum, guinea pig, rabbit, rat, mouse, chicken, E.Coli, Lactobacillus, Yeast, goat, fowl and
human.

Degradation

The only sample to produce a full profile for each day tested was the 4°C incubated tissue sample amplified with
the quadruplex PCR reaction (Table 5). Samples amplified using the quadruplex PCR reaction obtained better
results than quintuplex samples.
This is surprising given this multiplex performed inconsistently with control blood samples. The current DVI model
is to take bone/teeth/blood/deep muscle for DNA analysis. The hot wire sampling technique only takes a minimum
amount of sample which could be from a decomposing area of the tissue.

Results and Discussion
Sensitivity

To obtain a full profile on the Agilent Bioanalyser using
the quintuplex and quadruplex PCR reactions, a
minimum starting template of 0.8ng (see Figure 1) and
3.1ng was required, respectively using the Applied
Biosystems Quantifiler standard.

There is limited literature into the typeability of STR systems for human tissue samples exposed to different
environments.

Figure 1 also shows a change in relative peak heights
among loci eg. D18 shows higher peak heights to
other loci at 12.5-50ng but not at 0.8-6.3ng.
Peak heights have not been looked at further and it is
unknown how this would affect pattern recognition in
the Closed Set matching database.
Figure 1. Sensitivity of the Quantifiler Human DNA Quantification Kit Standard using the Closed set quintuplex PCR reaction. The average
peak heights (triplicates) for each peak at a locus are shown for each concentration. Note: replicates below 0.8ng did not obtain results
at all five loci and detection of peaks varied between replicates.

Repeatability and Reproducibility

The studies conducted resulted in the methodology
meeting the analytical specifications of the Agilent
Bioanalyser (see Table 1 in comparison to results obtained
in Table 2).
However, the manufacturers specifications and the results
obtained are not sufficient for the methodology being
tested.

Analytical Specifications
Type
Agilent DNA 1000 Assay
Sizing range
25-1000 bp
Typical sizing resolution ± 5 bp 25-100 bp
± 5 % 100-500 bp
± 10 % 500-1000 bp
Sizing accuracy
± 10%* (for ladder as sample)
Sizing reproducability
5 % CV (for ladder as sample)
Table 1: The analytical specifications of the Agilent Bioanalyser
when using the DNA 1000 chip (Table obtained from Agilent
brochure).

Table 3 shows the repeatability samples after being compared by the Closed set Database.

Table 5: Summary of results from degraded samples. The number of
days where results at all loci were obtained for each multiplex (*day
3 neg result ** day 6 neg result.)

Figure 2: Thigh tissue samples after 16 days of incubation (from
left to right) at 4°C, RT, 37°C, 56°C and Salt water (RT).

Contamination

Chemical contamination could occur at a bombing incident. The chemicals selected for this study generally do
not penetrate the skin. Cutting into the tissue and sampling from ‘inside’ should rule out contamination by these
chemicals.
All samples taken from the ‘inside’ of each chemically treated tissue sample obtained a full profile result, except
one duplicate from the ammonium nitrate sample that resulted in one partial profile result.
All samples taken from the ‘outside’ of the tissue obtained full profiles except for one duplicate for sodium nitrate,
ammonium nitrate and sodium perchlorate sample resulting in a partial partial
This study suggests that there is very little effect when tissue samples are contaminated with selected chemicals,
however, the same can not be said about contaminated blood samples. The same chemicals were used to
contaminate a known blood sample. The charcoal contaminated sample was the only test condition that obtained
a full profile. Aluminium, Sodium perchlorate and potassium chlorate contaminated samples resulted in a full
profile for one of the duplicate samples. The remaining test conditions had a result for at least one locus in each
duplicate, however, none obtained a full profile.

Discrimination

Table 2: (A) Repeatability of the standard using the same PCR mix and chip (B) Reproducibility of a known blood sample. Combined
results from samples amplified with different reaction batches, run on different chips and different instruments.

A known sample run twelve times on the one chip resulted in three separate matching groups when one group
would be expected. The addition of sampling variation, different PCR mix, chips and instrument when performing
the methodology exacerbate the variation observed.

The Closed Set DNA database program allows the creation
of databases, entering samples, performing matches and
producing reports. It appears that there is too much variation
in an individual profile between samples as there are multiple
groupings of samples from one individual. Some grouped
samples also contain ‘partially’ matching profiles therefore
it is unknown what samples match each other and if they
are from the one individual (See Table 6).
For the Quintuplex PCR reaction there were 191 samples
derived from 14 known samples. The database however
produced 51 different matching groups with 11 groups
containing partial matches and 5 groups containing matches
between different individuals. Similar results were obtained Table 6: A group of samples designated as ‘matching’ when
for the Quadruplex PCR reaction. Although this methodology comparing all samples generated using the Quintuplex PCR
is a screening tool there is the possibility that different in the Closed Set Database. Note: four of the samples have
produced ‘partial’ matches and two different individuals have
individuals may be grouped together and therefore most
been grouped together.
samples would need to be re-analysed using laboratory
based techniques. There is too much variation in the Bioanalyser system to enable a ‘matching’ database to work
effectively.

Conclusion
• The methodology is fast and economical but is not suitable for forensic use in its current form.
• Need to investigate the use of a single highly polymorphic human specific marker incorporating larger repeat units to
eliminate variation and resolution problems using the Bioanalyser with Profiler Plus STR’s.
Table 3: The Quantifiler standard was amplified using the Quintuplex
PCR reaction and run twelve times on the same chip and matched
using the Closed Set Database.

Table 4: Profiler Plus allele designation for the corresponding loci
used in the quadruplex PCR. The number in brackets indicate the
number of detectable peaks on the Bioanalyser.
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